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Ian Leistikow is physician by training. He worked from 2002 to 2011 at the University Medical Center Utrecht, the Netherlands where he coordinated
the development and implementation of an organisation wide Patient Safety program.He helped implement RCA and HFMEA, engaged in scientific
research and set up educational programs. e.g. the serious game “Air Medic Sky One”. Ian has published multiple (inter)national papers and
presents regularly

on Patient Safety and Healthcare Quality. In 2005 he co-authored a Dutch book on Root Cause Analysis published by Elsevier (title:
“Patiëntveiligheid: Systematische Incident Reconstructie en Evaluatie (SIRE)”). In 2009 he was one of the initiators of the book “Dit nooit meer”
(translated to English as "When Healthcare Hurts") in which 11 physicians talk openly about serious adverse events they had played a role in. In
2011 his PhD thesis on how the Board can lead patient safety improvements was published by Elsevier (Technical University Delft, prof. J.A. de
Bruijn, title: Patiëntveiligheid, de rol van de bestuurder).

In April 2011 Ian joined the Dutch Healthcare Inspectorate, as inspector supervising medical specialist care. Among other things, he was involved in
the team that supervises the national quality indicators and the team that assesses the quality of Sentinel Event reports. In 2012 Ian became
member of the Strategic Advisory Board of the International Forum on Quality and Safety in Healthcare. In December 2014 Ian published a Dutch
book on serious adverse events in healthcare and what healthcare professionals and patients can do to prevent being involved in similar events
(title: Voorkomen is Beter). The book is widely recognized in the Netherlands. Since 2015, Ian combines his work at the Healthcare Inspectorate
with research at Erasmus School of Health Policy & Management of the Rotterdam University into the effects of governmental regulation on quality
and safety in healthcare.
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